Clinical results of an advanced SVT detection enhancement algorithm.
Supraventricular tachycardia (SVT) has many characteristics that are similar to ventricular tachycardia (VT). This presents a significant challenge for the SVT-detection algorithms of an implantable cardioverter defibrillator (ICD). A newly developed ICD, which utilizes a Vector Timing and Correlation algorithm as well as interval-based conventional SVT discrimination algorithms (Rhythm ID), was evaluated in this study. This study was a prospective, multicenter trial that evaluated 96 patients implanted with an ICD at 21 U.S. centers. All patients were followed at 2 weeks, 1 month, and every 3 months post implant. A manual Rhythm ID reference vector was acquired prior to any arrhythmia induction. During testing, atrial tachyarrhythmias were induced first, followed by ventricular arrhythmia induction. Induced and spontaneous SVT and VT/ventricular fibrillation (VF) episodes recorded during the trial were annotated by physician investigators. The mean age of the patients implanted with an ICD was 67.3 +/- 10.8 years. Eighty-one percent of patients were male. The primary cardiovascular disease was coronary artery disease, and the primary tachyarrhythmia was monomorphic VT. Implementation of the Rhythm ID algorithm did not affect the VT/VF detection time. There were a total of 370 ventricular tachyarrhythmias (277 induced and 93 spontaneous) and 441 SVT episodes (168 induced and 273 spontaneous). Sensitivity for ventricular tachyarrhythmias was 100%, and specificity for SVT was 92% (94% and 91% for induced and spontaneous SVT, respectively). All patients had a successful manual Rhythm ID acquisition prior to atrial tachyarrhythmia induction. At the 1-month follow-up, the Rhythm ID references were updated automatically an average of 167.8 +/- 122.7 times. Stored Rhythm ID references correlated to patients' normally conducted rhythm 100% at 2 weeks, and 98% at 1 month. The Rhythm ID algorithm achieved 100% sensitivity for VT/VF, and 92% specificity for SVT. The manual and automatic Rhythm ID update algorithms successfully acquired references, and the updated references were highly accurate.